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WHAT’S NEW

DOING THE DISHES ON THE QUIET : BOSCH EcoSilence Drive
Dishwasher is Bosch’s quietest dishwasher yet. Powered by two
BLDC (brushless direct current) motors – the main circulating
pump and the drain pump – this brushless, frictionless
construction eliminates excessive motor noise. Add to that its
high energy rating and the result is less energy and less noise –
at a volume of only 42 decibels, it is only slightly louder than the
average library which usually has a volume of 40 decibels at their
quietest times. RRP $2099.

For more information and stockists go to:
bosch-home.co.nz

PACKED LUNCH: For parents who are
environmentally conscious and
looking for an alternative to
wrapping their children’s lunches in
cling wrap, tin foil or plastic bags,
Nude Food Movers has produced a
range of rubbish-free lunchboxes to
make life so much easier. The range
consists of lunch boxes, snack boxes
and stackable snack tubes designed
with a space for everything to
eliminate the need for portion
packing and wrapping. So whether there is a sandwich, carrot
sticks, yoghurt or a muffin, there is a compartment for each.
All products are also BPA free making them the perfect choice
for families. From The Warehouse - Triple Snack Tubes $6.99;
Rubbish Free Lunch Box, small $16 or large $20; and Nude
Sandwich Wrap 3pk $20

■ TO submit a new product or service for this column send
information to Belinda Kerr, The Dominion Post, level 7,
Telecom Central, 42-52 Wills St, Wellington, 6140; or PO Box
3740, Wellington, 6140. Or email details to:

Belinda.Kerr@fairfaxmedia.co.nz

Potter Hart house: This award-winning Manakau family home was designed and built to a tight budget
and provides light and space and connection to its rural setting.
‘‘The building facade is made up of a number of forms strung across the site, which align with the
escarpment behind,’’ Brynn explains. ‘‘The roof cladding appears to drop or fold abruptly down the front
face of these forms referencing the steep ridgeline behind.’’
Colour choices were a collaboration and Brynn appreciated working with owner Lucy Hart who studied
at art school and is a well-established artist in oils.

Island outlook: A
partly completed
Hardiplank house in
Otaihanga was plonked
on a basic concrete
block lower floor and
had fantastic Kapiti
island and river views.
‘‘We continued the
informal detail often
used in riverside baches
with exposed steel
beams, plywood and
battened walls, a
chequer plate stair with
manuka hand rail,
complete with bark.’’
All this detail gave it a
relationship to existing
riverside baches.
Alterations included
opening the living areas
up to decking on the
dune and huge views.

Ohiro Road: Additions and alterations to this house
presented the opportunity to use tall shed-like structures to
create over-height spaces for a new family and kitchen living
area that opened it up to the sun and garden.

Otaki : Clients wanted a beach
bach in their new build with a
strong sense of connection to

the rear garden; silver
corrugated steel and painted

battened cement sheet
connects with materials used

in original Raumati baches.
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affordable solution was found, we removed the
subfloor and poured a foundation slab beneath the
building in situ.

Designs I appreciate.
Work by the Group and other mid-century NZ
Modern architects; Ken Crosson’s Coromandel bach;
Mies van der Rohe’s Barcelona Pavilion; Nuetra’s
Kaufmann House California; and Le Corbusier
Ronchamp Chapel.

My own house and projects
There have been a number but two of my favourites:
a replacement bach/retreat on land my family settled
on in 1870 which was inspired in form by the string
of 75-year-old WWII army huts it replaced.
The other was a bach on the Waikanae Estuary that
started life organically 80 years before and we
discovered at the bottom of our newly purchased
property beneath a pile of blackberry and scrub.
I enjoy my own personal projects, to be hands on
gives me a good appreciation of work done by the
various trades.

My Dream Project
Working with a totally motivated client on a site with
strong characteristics and perhaps an interesting
historical context and with fantastic orientation in
terms of access, views and sun.

Awards (last 10 years)
2013 regional winner ADNZ Resene Architectural
Awards, residential new home 150-300 sqm; 2013
National winner ADNZ Resene Architectural Awards,
residential new home 150-300 sqm; 2008 Winner
ADNZ National Design Awards, executive award.
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